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Class ooms are space-activity organizers. How valid are student
perceptions of space allocations? flow useful,.is theclasaroom
for examining real-world, lo'cational.,allocat,kons? Do: we live in
a world of learned order? Comparison of student planned Class
room arrangements and real world patterns provides some answers
for these questions. Moreover, Students will, know why- thay.
can't play here -- obviously noguarantee they will not choose
to do so anyway.

The classroom is a Space-activity °organizer: /here are places-to
sit, to play, 'to/read, to work on projects, to keep pets, to place rub-;
bish, to wp, to hang clothing and to store books and things. ty,extm-
ining the alldtation of classroom space, especially.when allocated under
student direction, one soon discovers that spatialPreferences are fixed
much earlier than As commonly realized. The 'similarity of locational
choices prescribed by children and patterns existing in the real world
are highly correlated.

The role of the teacher as the administrator of power and justice
is not without its spatial implications. Should the teacher's desk be
placed on the edge of the room or in the center ? If preference is given
to an area for playing rather than for studying, What effects will that
have upon discipline and order? If desks are separated and bolted to
the floor, where is the logical playground? How does playing insthe
aisles parallel playing in the-streets of an inner city area?' Will inner-7
city. children order their classroccr to match the world they live in? ,How
will the urban child order this space differently from.the rural child -=
if at all?

- Classroom arrangements provide a convenient way for introducing
students to zoning (spatial segregation), planned congeftion and Over-
crowding, resource limitations, environmental quality, traffic nowt,

-and similar concerns. Charts and maps summarize the realities -cif.sman-!..
impOsed order making abStraCtions into concrete examples. (It. ,

pected. that the teacher-will convert the reproduced materials into.trans-
paranci's for classroom use.)

.Why can't I play here--because you are in theatiddle ofA.he
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reacting arfa that's why.

t. VOCABULARY FOR SPATIAL ALLOCATION ACTIVITY

' CLASSROOM CITY

STUDENT DESK RESIDENTIAL BLACK

TEACHER DESK STORIES

STORAGE CITY HALL

AISLE

READING AREA

PLAY AREA

ZOO

SUBURB HOUSING

STREET

PET AREA HIGHWAY

.

WORK AREA - PLAYGROUND

DISPOSAL. AREA PARK

LIBRARY DUMP

NATURE DISPLAY GASOLINE STATION

ROCK DISPLAY MUSEUM
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